THE IMPACT OF PREGNANCY CARE MANAGERS

Patients get transported, pregnant women get prenatal care, the lights stay on, assertiveness increases, life gets manageable, employment opportunities happen, women get educated, babies get cribs and car seats, values are examined, women have healthy babies, women get WIC, deliveries are easier, babies are born on time, families get planned, abuse is exposed, tough issues get handled, families function, sex becomes safer, stress is managed, problems get solved, homes stay heated, fears shrink, people find sanity, women stop smoking, battered women find shelter, substances aren’t used, women eat nutritionally, houses become homes, child support gets paid, families are enriched, goals are accomplished, marriages are restored, beliefs are respected, people learn to love, women feel respected, dreams are realized, goals get achieved, loneliness is lifted, basic needs get met, children are fed, women stay sober, anxiety decreases, homeless people find shelter, self-esteem increases, friends are made, infants thrive, lines of communication are open, families are empowered to help themselves, barriers are hurdled, trust develops, emotions are healed, relationships work, hopes are restored, bonds are strengthened, diversity is savored, compassion is shared, differences are valued, violence stops, you and me become we, condoms get used, health care is accessible, disabilities are surmounted, jobs get filled, women and families lead healthy and productive lives and we all benefit.